
 

 

Prevent Hearing Compensation Claims 
About Us 

RV Acoustics is an independent acoustic 

consultancy based in Glasgow, established to 

meet the increasing demand for affordable 

workplace noise assessments and training. By 

focusing on one acoustic discipline, we strive to 

be the “go to” experts in workplace noise. 

Workplace Noise 
The Control of Noise at Work Regulations 2005 

requires employers to prevent or reduce noise 

exposure at work. By assessing your employees’ 

noise exposure, you not only help to protect your 

staff’s hearing, but you can benefit from reduced 

sickness, increased productivity and limit your 

liability for compensation claims.  

Employers have a clear duty of care to assess 

employees’ noise exposure, educate staff and 

take any reasonable action required to monitor 

and reduce exposure.  

Not all noisy workplaces are as obvious as 

construction sites or factories. Noise problems 

occur in a variety of places such as kitchens, 

gardens, classrooms, kennels and gyms. 

4-Step Programme 
Using our 4-step programme, RV Acoustics ensure 

your staff have the correct protection from 

excessive noise exposure in the workplace. This 

will ensure compliance and contribute to 

potential legal defence in the future.

Reducing noise levels will also guide your business 

towards happier and more productive staff with 

long term savings on hearing protection and 

health surveillance. Our work is always fully 

documented. 

 

RV Acoustics can get you Noise at Work compliant. 

Failure to Act 
Personal Injury Lawyers are going after companies 

for compensation for Noise Induced Hearing Loss 

to employees past and present. The average 

compensation award for the mildest form of 

hearing damage claim is £10,400 and can also 

result in a large fine from the Health & Safety 

Executive. By law, as an employer, you must 

assess and identify measures to eliminate or 

reduce risks from exposure to noise so that you 

can protect the hearing of your employees. 

Contact us today to arrange a free quote. 

 

Call for a free quote today 

Phone: 07841346611 

E-mail: ross@rvacoustics.co.uk 

Website: www.rvacoustics.co.uk 


